me -with certainty and a slight tone of consternation -that the exceptional experience of sitting in my class had actually planted racist imagery in his mind. According to the student, prior to my instruction he had "never even thought of black women that way before." And now he credited me with single-handedly -and irreversibly -changing all that.
Gee, thanks. Now, I don't know if that particular graduate student's admission was the full and uncomplicated truth. I do know that the feelings of disquiet and insecurity that overwhelmed me at that time were somewhat tempered when the same student went on to share that, during his youth, his friends (not him, of course) frequently engaged in a children's schoolyard game called "nigger in a woodpile." Acknowledging the titular offense of this supposedly playful activity, I had a difficult time reconciling the idea that such a game would circulate in a community absent of racial stereotypesnevertheless, my student's veracity in this instance was not my greatest concern. Rather, the fact of his potent declaration made me attentive to the possibility that my lesson plan had unintentionally seeded harmful notions in previously untilled ground. To this day -and perhaps now more than ever -I find myself, as both a teacher and a dramaturg, wrestling with questions of representation and the potential of an unintentional harvest.
Informed by the aforementioned "Mammy Moment," I try to remain cognizant of the hazards at play when presenting biased, dehumanizing, violent, and/or painful imagery to a given audience. Of special interest to me currently, however, is the idea of re-presenting scenes of subjugation or suffering, that is, the practice of engaging in the conscious repetition of troubling images for effect and/or cognitive understanding. Such duplications and restagings can be powerful performative tools, purposefully engendering a generative discomfort. In conjuring this discomfort, I refer to the sensitivities that prompt productive reflexivity. Generative discomfort hinges on one's inability to simply "be at ease." It is the intellectual and/or emotional irritation that implores one to pause, reflect, and reconsider surface impressions or long-held assumptions; it is the inquietude that forces one to take account, audit, and/or revise one's way of thinking. 1 However, there are clear dangers in relying on public familiarity with disturbing imagery. While purposeful reiterations can help engender generative discomfort, they can also promote a vacuous, even injurious, affirmation to spectators.
I was reminded of this recurring dramaturgical tension when I experienced Mosaic Theater's production of Tearrance Arvelle Chisholm's tragicomedy Hooded, Or Being Black for Dummies. Although I missed the original Washington, dc, run in the winter of 2017, I did catch Mosaic's limited two-week remount this past June. 2 Hooded, Or Being Black for Dummies focuses on Marquis, a fourteen-year-old black male who faces a series of happenings that put into question the way his body and being are read by others -as well as how he understands himself. Marquis, an adoptee with white parents, is being raised in a privileged community and attends a predominately white private high school. Initially Marquis seems comfortable with his matriculation through the world, but this ease seems to shift once youthful recklessness leads him to an unwarranted stay in a jail holding cell where he meets another fourteen-year-old black male, the streetwise Tru. From this chance encounter an unexpected friendship arises -one that helps propel Marquis into a devastating identificatory awakening.
Hooded travels in comedic terrain, but it also ventures into dark and sobering spaces through its theatrical course. The play's tragic turns can be traced throughout, characterized in part by some of the play's initial scenes -scenes demarcated in the stage directions as "stutters." These stutter scenes are short, consecutively staged moments that purposefully reprise a disturbing visual tableau. Animating Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s notion of signifyin(g), or "repetition with a signal difference," 3 the stutter scenes seem to pay homage to the "rep and rev" dramaturgical strategies of Suzan-Lori Parks as well as the tautological network of Adrienne Kennedy's cyclical dramaturgy (and I would be remiss if I failed to acknowledge likenesses found outside of African American cultural expressions, for example, the repeating scenes found in David Ives's Sure Thing). Particular to the stutter scenes that help launch the rhythm of Chisholm's play, however, is the way they self-consciously reflect on the power and dangers of re-presenting scenes of suffering in the digital age.
In Hooded, Or Being Black for Dummies, the visual referent that is revisited and recycled is the slain body of Trayvon Martin. Martin, an unarmed seventeen-year-old African American boy, was fatally shot by George Zimmerman, a neighborhood watch volunteer, on February 2, 2012, after Zimmerman decided that Martin looked "suspicious." Martin had been visiting a family friend, but had left the house to go to the nearby 7-Eleven store where he had purchased a bag of Skittles and an Arizona Iced Tea. With vigilante zeal, Zimmerman had confronted Martin and a struggle ensued, ending with Zimmerman shooting Martin in the chest. Despite national outrage, extensive media coverage, and a surge of conversations about race and America's legacy of violence against African American men (and boys), Zimmerman was acquitted of second-degree murder and manslaughter charges. The imagery surrounding Martin's murder -Skittles, Arizona Iced Tea, and the now infamous "hoodie" jacket that he had been wearing -have become key symbols and referents within the Black Lives Matter movement and among social justice activists.
By repeatedly reenacting the image of Martin's slain body, it is not only the semblance of Martin's fallen form that we see again and again, but it is the recurring process of the rearticulation and reimagining of his death -and all the political, social, and cultural reverberations spawning from it -that are repeatedly staged. The first of Hooded 's stutters, the stutter that establishes the deadly scenario that will be revived several more times within the first half of the play, begins as follows: stut ter 1a -a holding cell shif t/re w ind.
As noted in stage directions, the scene above experiences a "shift/rewind" before the next stutter scene repeats its haunting optics: stut ter 1b -a holding cell Identified by the playwright as "Stutter 1b," this second stutter scene rearticulates the stage picture established in Stutter 1a, even repeating the very first words exchanged between Tru and Marquis ("What was you doin' again? / Trayvonning."). Yet this is where the sameness ends. "Stutter 1b" distinguishes itself from its progenitor with signal differences: namely, an audible, hip-hop-styled percussive transition and, significantly, new dialogue that offers a deeper understanding of the characters and how each one perceives Marquis's act of "Trayvonning." Whereas Tru denounces the enactment as "some white people shit," Marquis insists that "it's just a thing," minimizing the problematics of such a re-presentation and situating his investment in Trayvonning as nothing more than an opportunity to participate in a meme sensation.
Reflecting back upon my opening anecdote and the experience of revelation, I must admit that I did not know -until seeing Hooded -that the meme sensation of Trayvonning was a contagious obsession that spread with speed and ease throughout social media spheres in 2012. Following Martin's death, the act of Trayvonning contributed to the displacing of polite norms. A twisted response to the realities of injustice, a deplorable trivializing of human loss and life, this Trayvonning was a "real thing." But it wasn't until seeing Chisholm's play that this sordid symbol of human frailty and failure occupied my thoughts. Now I knew. And now, confronted with these scenes, I was left to question the intention and efficacy of Chisholm's choice to highlight such antics -a questioning that was demanded by the repetitive nature of the staged stutter.
If one takes a moment to recall the stage directions that began the stutter sequence in "Stutter 1a" (set details that specify that the "back wall is a projection of a bird's-eye view of the scene within the cell, broadcasting in real time"), it becomes clear that Chisholm's references to memes and viral traction offer critiques of Internet culture and the ecology of representation. Emphasizing this point further is the defensive retort Marquis casts at Tru when he is attempting to justify his Travyonning antics in "Stutter 1b": "What would you rather I do? Some self-serving pseudo symbol of solidarity? Would you rather I wear my hoodie, with a grave face and my hands up for my profile picture?" Marquis's sardonic query attempts to rationalize his actions as innocuous -or at least ineffectual -by equating them to the Michael Brown -inspired "don't shoot" gesture frequently used by antiracism activists. In so doing, Hooded doubles its imagistic references, reminding audiences of when Michael Brown, an unarmed eighteen-year-old African American teenager, was fatally shot (approximately six times) on August 9, 2014, in Ferguson, Missouri, after an altercation with a white police officer. The death of Brown instigated protests and citywide unrest in Ferguson as well as nationwide outrage and activism. It also gave birth to "hands up, don't shoot" -a slogan and popularized pose that gained their own citational traction as protestations against police violence.
When Tru responds to Marquis's sarcastic deflection with the pointed riposte, Akin to the preceding stutter installments, this third installment divulges a number of impressions, disclosing more layers about the play's featured characters. Yet, despite the tangential excursions into the characters' psyches, all the stutter scenes still find themselves seeded in the visual of Marquis "lying face down on the ground, the hood of his sweatshirt is pulled over his head. Just beyond his hands are a bag of Skittles and an Arizona Sweet Tea." Beholden to the soil of this repeated scenario, Chisholm revives the portrayal of Trayvon Martin's slain form one last time, insisting that the audience fully confront the scene's visual obstinance:
stut ter 1d -a holding cell As in the case of the first three stutters, this final stutter opens with the image of a Trayvonning Marquis and then follows with new dialogue that continues to help establish the contours of the slow-blossoming friendship between Marquis and Tru. While I doubt it has gone unnoticed, I want to explicitly acknowledge that I reproduced the stage descriptions for all four of Chisholm's stutter tableaus in full, with the strategic risk of creating reader tedium and dismissal. This calculated risk undoubtedly befell some readers, yet my hope is that most readers (and most of Hooded 's spectators) experienced this strategic repetition with the viral, meme-like persistence Chisholm intended to translate and critique. Inherent to the risk at play, however, is the recognition that readers may also "skip over" the repeated set directions. This would reflect a habituated response, the consequence of a diminished investment in the described scene due to a prefiguring of what is to come. In both cases, significance is found in the architecture of these stutter scenes and how they work on and against the subjective experience of audience members. Regardless of how audiences feel about the stuttered tableau and the restaging of Martin's death, the stutters promote audience awareness of the constructed nature of our media-saturated culture -especially when it comes to the rearticulation of suffering or violence.
Since I first saw Hooded, Chisholm's use of the stutter as a structuring principle has continued to resonate with me. Inspired partially by my familiarity with the "singing-stammering motif " traced in the music of black blues singers, 4 as well as the presence of stuttering characters within African American plays such as August Wilson's Ma Rainey's Black Bottom or Tarell Alvin McCraney's In the Red and Brown Water, I have found myself -more than once -seeking significance in the strategic use of the stutter in African American texts. Often, scholars interpret the artistic use of the stutterer as a symbolic turn. Stutterers may represent, for example, "those black people with little or no voice," 5 those who are stifled or silenced by the muzzle of American racism, those with a challenge to overcome. Thus, in the case of Hooded, the stutter scenes resonate with double duty: they not only critique Internet culture and its contribution to public desensitization to disparaging acts, but they also remind audiences of historic and repeated violence against black bodies. They remind audiences of what we still need to overcome.
Beyond thinking about Hooded 's use of the metaphoric stutter, however, Chisholm's play also invites me to think more broadly about the stutter as a praxis-oriented, dramaturgical metaphor. Inclusive of yet distinguishing itself from a rewind, remix, rep and rev, or an act of Signifyin(g), the repetitive nature suggested by Chisholm's aforementioned stutter scenes feels especially apropos when it comes to considering the consequences of staging scenes that are ripe for contestation. 6 Taking Chisholm's scenes as illustrative examples, the use of a dramaturgical stutter animates common (if not comprehensive) notions of "fluency" versus "dysflu-ency." In highlighting Chisholm's dramaturgy and the stutter as a phrase in dramaturgical praxis, I am not attempting to make any direct correlations between diagnostic interpretations of speech dysfluency and its neurogenic or psychogenic causes, symptoms, or treatments. Rather, I am intrigued by how popular (and frequently performed) perceptions of a stutter -as modeled by Hooded -can offer a way to think about theatrical choices. Additionally, in using the spelling "dysfluency" versus "disfluency," I am inspired by the commentary offered by Josh St. Pierre in the blog he founded with fellow disability studies scholars and activists Zahari Richter and Erin Schick. St. Pierre writes, "The term 'disfluency' is similarly used to indicate a type of speech that is merely not fluent. . . . While 'disfluent' feigns at being objective and sterile, 'dysfluent' recognizes that when we stutter we are not simply performing a lack, but we are transgressing the entire moral code of how society expects us to speak." 7 Borrowing from the sentiment expressed by St. Pierre, the staged stutter capitalizes on its transgression from expectation; fundamental to its artistic agency is the audience's ability to identify the way it oversteps perceived parameters and embraces strategic dysfluency. This strategic dysfluency limits the coherence and privileging of a clearly articulated, fluent, and As illustrated in Hooded, a dramaturgical stutter can disrupt a fluid chronicle, create a shift in pace and tempo, and offer accentuation that brings a heightened awareness to the fold. These staged stutters -not unlike the stutters that may be identified in speech -find expression through theatricalized repetitions, dramatized through the looping of moments, blocking, or gestures. Similar to a speech dysfluency, a dramaturgical stutter is ordained as such because it is noticeable. After all, to be dysfluent when speaking is not deemed an abnormality in and of itself: speech is only considered dysfluent when there is a deviation from audience expectations. 8 Accordingly, I frame the dramaturgical stutter as both an identifiable and identified divergence that blatantly distinguishes itself from the remaining narrative or staged chronicle, thereby disrupting expectations.
What makes the dramaturgical stutter metaphor particularly distinctive from, say, the ever-fruitful concept of Signifyin(g), is that its efficaciousness hinges on this consciousness and conscientiousness. Moreover, the staged stutter varies from any single act of Signifyin(g) in that it specifically suggests a plurality; it features acts of repetition and deviation that animate the relationship of form to content, thereby augmenting its meaning-making. As witnessed in Hooded, the staged stutter carries a connotation of inarticulation for that which resists easy expression. After all, how does one encapsulate the cultural weight of Trayvon Martin's murder and the reckless abuses of his memory through a clean and concise chronicle? Doesn't the lack of fluency, the denying of a neat and direct narrative performed via real bodies, representing real histories, appropriately convey how the proliferation of events (from Martin's murder to the ethically empty trend of "Trayvonning") defies stress-free, unlabored articulation?
While the embodied stutters in Hooded, Or Being Black for Dummies exemplify the way form and content may merge, Chisholm's play also implores me to think about how the dramaturgical stutter, inspired by Hooded, isn't limited to theatrical practice. Reflecting back, once again, to my "Mammy Moment" (and therefore engaging in a critical stutter of my own), I wonder, What if I had employed the idea of strategic dysfluency? Couldn't the central precepts of strategic dysfluency also apply to a pedagogical stutter, and if I had thought of that then, would I have been more effective in helping my student own his unease and bias? Would I have been more mindful in priming the conditions for generative discomfort by offering the necessary time for reflexive pauses, rewinds, and reflections? And instead of delivering a deceivingly straightforward, smooth, and all-too-concretized narrative at my students, could I have been more effective in creating a space for them to recognize and discover -through conscientious exploration and visceral, real-life witnessing -the persistence of problematic rep-resentations for and by themselves? How can strategic dysfluency be activated as both a method for theatermaking and knowledge-building?
In closing my ruminations on strategic dysfluency, I will share that beyond tracing its thematic presence in African American cultural expressions, my interest in the stutter is also informed by the fact that my fifteen-year-old son is a stutterer. Sometimes, when my son was much younger, I would attempt to appease his frustration by telling him that what he has to say is so important, that it is worth hearing more than once. I think of that premise when I ponder the potential theatrical efficacy of a dramaturgical and/or pedagogical stutter. I think of utilizing strategic dysfluency on the stage and in the classroom in order to underscore and accentuate an idea that is so important that it needs to be addressed with conscientious care -rehearsed, reframed, and repeated more than once. And so, in taking up strategic dysfluency as praxis, I wonder about the generative discoveries that could be made if dramaturgs, scholars, and teachers reimagined that biting rhetorical question, "Did I stutter?," and instead asked themselves "Should I?" Note s
